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Abstract

We report empirical results on factors that influence
human default reasoning, both in feature-inheritance
type problems and in problems that specify information
about exceptions to default rules. These factors include
similarity between instances that are reasoned about and
whether the classes of the instances are naturally-
occurring or classes of artifacts. While in classical
deductive logic, a problem’s ’correct answer’ is defined
by the problem’s formal structure, we argue that the case
is different for default reasoning. The identification of
factors that influence people’s default inferences can
contribute to more robust theories of default reasoning
that include principles of relevance.

Introduction
For the last few years, we have been investigating

human performance on a subset of the so-called
"Nonmonotonic Benchmark Problems" [1]. These
benchmarks formalized types of non-monotonic reasoning
and specified the answers generally accepted by researchers
in the area. Our motivation for this line of research is
discussed extensively in [2,3,4].

In studying the classic nonmonotonic problems and
developing this line of research, we were driven by the
question: What is relevant to applying a default rule to draw
conclusions about properties of classes and class members?
Unlike classical deductive logic, which defines a sound
argument strictly on the structure of the premises, much of
what is identified as nonmonotonic reasoning seems to
hinge on a consideration of factors outside a syntactic
formulation of the problem. The data we summarize here
indicate that people’s application of a default rule is
influenced by (a) information about objects that fail 
follow the default rule, (b) whether the classes of objects
mentioned in the problem are naturally-occurring or classes
of artifacts, and (c) information the relative size of the
classes.

This sort of investigation can contribute to a principled
understanding of relevance because it identifies what types
of information impact how the best commonsense reasoners
(people) do some types of nonmonotonic reasoning. While
AI has no interest in mimicking human deductive reasoning
(with all its associated biases and errors), we contend that
non-monotonic reasoning is a different matter. We contend
that the human ability to make plausible conclusions that

define the phenomena for non-human agents to approximate
[41.

In the remainder of this article we briefly describe the
kinds of studies we have conducted, our results, and their
implications for the problem of relevance in reasoning. For
brevity’s sake, our discussion is limited to a high-level
distillation of the main findings across these studies. All
studies use large groups of subjects (typically 40 or more);
details on methodological features, procedures, and the
quantitative results are available in [2,3]. All results
mentioned here are statistically significant.

Definition of Relevance
We present here an informal definition of relevance: A

multi-valued predicate x is [ir]relevant to a situated
inference~decision by an agent at a particular time iff [any]
some value of x would lead the agent to draw [the same] a
different conclusion in that situation. For example, suppose
I will be deciding whether to vote for Candidate C in the
next election. I currently have a wealth of information about
this candidate, which I will use to make some decision.
Suppose you can tell me two additional pieces of
information that I do not currently have: (a) the number 
years Candidate C smoked marijuana before taking office
and (b) the percentage of tax increases s/he is advocating. 
predicate corresponding to information (a) is irrelevant 
me in this situation because there is no value for (a) that
would lead me to a different voting conclusion, taken in
conjunction with the other information under consideration.
Information (b) is relevant because there is at least one
value (e.g., a 100% tax increase) that would lead me to 
different voting conclusion. Thus, I tell you that
information (a) is irrelevant to me for this decision process,
but I would ask you for the value of information (b). 
course, the actual value of information (b) might end 
having no impact at all (e.g., a .01% increase).

Formalizing general principles for modeling,
predicting, or acquiring knowledge about what is relevant is
crucial, we believe, to models of nonmonotonic reasoning.
The data we discuss here contributes empirical data on what
those principles might be.

Basic Default Reasoning
Figure 1 presents the four problems from Lifschitz’s

list that are called the "basic default reasoning" problems.
Each problem concerns two objects governed by one or
more default rules. Additional information is given to
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indicate that one of the objects does not follow one of the
default rules. We refer to this as the exception object (for
that default rule). The problem then asks for a conclusion
about the remaining object. We refer to this as the object-
in-question.

All four problems are variations on the same theme.
For all these problems, the accepted default conclusion is
that Block B obeys the default rule concerning location.
According to nonmonotonic theories, the existence of an
exception object for a default rule or additional information
about that exception object should have no beating on a
conclusion drawn about any other object when using that

1. Blocks A and B are heavy.
Heavy blocks are normally located on this table.
A is not on this table.
B is on this table.

2. Blocks A and B are heavy.
Heavy blocks are normally located on this table.
B is red. A is not on this table,
B is on this table.

3. Blocks A and B are heavy.
Heavy blocks are normally located on this table.
Heavy blocks are normally red.
A is not on this table. B is not red,
B is on this table. A is red.

4. Blocks A and B are heavy.
Heavy blocks are normally located on this table.
A might not be on this table.
B is on this table.

Fig. 1: ’Basic Default Inference Problems"[1]

rule. Extra information about the object-in-question itself
(e.g., Block B’s color) should also be irrelevant to deciding
whether a default rule about location applies. The important
implicit assumption here is that a logic for non-monotonic
reasoning can be developed without regard for the semantic
content of the lexical items. Given these formal problems
about blocks and tables, it seems easy to accept the idea that
color should have no "logical" bearing or relevance on
whether a default about object location is applied. Yet it is
equally easy to imagine real-world scenarios in which it
makes (common) sense that an object’s color is predictive 
its default location (e.g., how an artist might organize work
items in a studio).

Specificity and Object Similarities In several
studies, we have manipulated two factors concerning the
exception object that intuitively seemed likely to influence
plausible conclusions about the object in question: the
specificity of information about how the exception object
violates the default rule, and the apparent similarity of the
exception object to the object in question.

Information Specificity. In Benchmarks 1-4, the
manner in which an object violates the default rule is
unspecified (e.g., Block A is not on the table). We call this
the non-specific form. We made specific forms of the
problems, which identified a particular state for the

exception (e.g., Block A is in the cabinet). The nonspecific
form is uninformative with respect to how a default rule is
violated: saying that a block is not on the table does not say
where it is, but saying that the block is on the floor not
only implies that it is not on the table but also gives the
specific information as to its location.

Object Similarity. The willingness of an agent to draw
a default inference may depend on the specific lexical items
or situations being discussed. In particular, one might
speculate that the amount of perceived similarity between
the exception object and the object-in-question would
influence whether one believes that the object-in-question
behaves like the exception-object or follows the default rule.
Thus one of the variables we have investigated concerns the
apparent similarity between the two objects.

We gave people both plain versions of the problems in
Figure 1 and versions in which the problem’s objects shared
overlapping features. These similar versions had additional
statements describing commonalties shared by the exception
object and object-in-question. Here are examples of both
versions of Problem 1 under the specific-information case:

[Plain] : The IBM manual and the Apple Macintosh manual
need to be sent to the technicians. Computer manuals are
usually found in the computer library. The IBM manual,
however, is in the coffee lounge.

Where do you think the Macintosh Manual is?

[Similar]: The IBM manual and the Apple Macintosh manual
need to be sent to the technicians. Computer manuals are
usually found in the computer library. The IBM manual,
however, is in the coffee lounge. Both the IBM and the
Apple manual describe the new spreadsheet software the
department has purchased. The software support group has
been reviewing the manuals to see if they are easy to
understand. Both manuals are needed frequently by the
administrative and financial staff.

Where do you think the Macintosh Manual is?

Note that the additional statements in the similarity
condition do not enjoin one to conclude that the two objects
behave identically with respect to the default rule.

Results and Discussion Most of the time people
indicated that the object-in-question obeyed the default rule.
We found, however, that there were significant influences
due three factors. First, although the default rule is supposed
to be applied in all of Problems 1 through 4, the proportion
of people doing so was lower in Problem 3 than in the
other problems. Problem 3 is an interesting variation
because two default rules are mentioned and the object-in-
question is known to violate one of them. Hence, we
speculate that knowing an object is atypical in one way
may be relevant to deciding whether it is atypical in another
way. This might be thought of as a "guilty-by-association"
effect or a "second-order default."

Second, we found that both the similarity manipulation
and the information specificity information impacted the
frequency with which the default rule was applied. When
specific information was available about how the default
rule was violated (Block A is in the cabinet as opposed to
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not on the table) and when the object-in-question was
similar to the exception object, people more frequently
concluded that the object-in-question behaved like the
exception-object and also violated the rule.

The extra sentences appearing in the similar versions
tended to suggest that the two objects had been subject to
the same set of intentions, goals, or actions within some
larger scenario. These assertions could be interpreted as a
reason why the exception object was not following a default
rule. And since the object-in-question was also subject to
the same intentions, then conceivably it might violate the
default rule as well.

"Explanations" for violating defaults O n e
interpretation of these findings is that similarity between
the exception object and the object-in-question is relevant
when this similarity implicates some kind of explanatory
scenario that applies to both objects. Two additional studies
supported this conclusion. These studies contrasted three
cases: (a) plain: no shared features between the object-in-
question and the exception object, (b) "superficial" shared
features, and (c) "explanatory" shared features. Below is 
example of some Problem 1 materials. The superficial and
explanatory overlapping features were inserted after line 1 in
the plain version, to make the two additional cases.

[plain version]: The Sculpting Club and the Photography
Club are two of the many registered student affairs clubs.
According to the student handbook, student affairs clubs
usually restrict their members to students only. The
Sculpting Club, however, is an exception: it admits
university staff as well. What types of members do you
think that the Photography Club admits?

[superficial features] .... Both the Sculpting Club and the
Photography Club were founded in 1988 by fine arts
students. They both have offices in the student building and
each one has once-a-month meetings ....

[explanatory features] ...Both the Sculpting Club and the
Photography Club have been struggling to maintain
minimum membership requirements over the years. The
more members these clubs have, the better the discount rates
they can get for their members on materials and supplies ....

How were the additional assertions in the superficial
and explanatory assertions rationalized? In the tru’st study,
we used our intuitions about what kinds of features would
or would not constitute some explanation about why an
instance did not obey a default rule. In the second study, we
used more objective evidence: we asked a separate group of
forty people to list features that would be relevant and
irrelevant to determining whether some instance followed a
default rule or instead violated the rule like some other
instance did. For example, we presented people with the
default rule about student clubs and the fact that the
Sculpting Club was an exception. We asked them to list
relevant (and irrelevant) similarities between the two clubs
that would lead one to believe that the Photography Club
might also be an exception to the rule about membership.

From this study, we found that features related to
function, common goals, or uses of objects were the most-

frequently listed features for predicting whether one instance
would behave like some other known exception. Irrelevant
features typically concerned physical features of objects (for
these problems). These findings were in line with our
original intuitions, but we re-ran the study using subject-
generated ideas for superficial and explanatory
commonalties.

The results of both experiments were consistent with
each other: people applied the default rule more often in the
no-shared features case, less often in the shared-superficial
features case, and least often in the shared-explanatory
features cases. When two objects are similar and their shared
features can be used to construct an explanation about why
one of them doesn’t follow a default rule, the same
reasoning may be applied to the other. It seems that, when
the commonalties do not support such an explanation for an
exception, people are less likely to apply the default rule to
the other object. We note here that it is unclear whether or
not the application of the default rule in any of these
situations is the "correct" answer, a topic we explore more
thoroughly in [41.

Inheritance Reasoning
Figure 2 presents two feature-inheritance-with-

exception problems. Note that Problem 12 differs from
Problem 11 only in the mention of an additional animal
subclass--bats--which, along with the bird subclass, does
not follow the general rule that animals fly. No questions
are asked about bats.

11 Animals normally do not fly
Birds are animals. Birds normally fly.
Ostriches are birds. Ostriches normally do not fly

Animals other than birds do not fly.
Birds other than ostriches fly.

12 Animals normally do not fly
Birds are animals. Birds normally fly.
Bats are animals. Bats normally fly.
Ostriches are birds. Ostriches normally do not fly

Birds other than ostriches fly.
Animals other than birds and bats do not fly.

Figure 2: Inheritance Problems [1]

Class Type and Size Information We considered the
relevance of two factors on making inheritance decisions.
The first was whether the classes involved were natural
kinds or artifacts. For the natural kinds, we used stories
about trees and snakes; the artifact categories concerned
taxation laws for cigarettes and features of medieval musical
instnmaents.

The second factor we manipulated was information
about the size of the classes and subclasses that formed the
inheritance hierarchy. In the unspecified size case, the
problems described classes and subclasses with no reference
to the number of members in each. In the small-class size
case, the class and subclass sizes were specified as
somewhere in the range of 10-20 members. For the large-
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size version, the class and subclass sizes were in the 30-50
range. These were arbitrary specifications of "small" and
"large" but seemed appropriate first-passes at evaluating the
information of class-size effects.

Subjects were told that the stories were taken from
newspaper or textbook articles and that their task was to
read the information, and then indicate what plausible
default conclusion would be about various instances and
classes. Here is an example of Problem 12 using naturally-
occurring categories, allegedly taken from a newspaper
general-interest story about landscaping:

"....The kind of trees you plant can also help attract
birds year round. Coniferous trees do well in our region.
Unfortunately, most coniferous trees produce a bitter sap.
An example is the subclass "cedrus" (cedar): taste the sap
from any type of cedar tree and you will be unpleasantly
surprised at how bitter it is ....

There is, however, a subclass of coniferous trees called
"Pinaecea" that any good garden nursery will know about.
Most of these give sweet sap that attract squirrels and
certain types of birds .... [however] one Pinaecea tree to be
avoided is picea mariana: it gives bitter sap. An attractive
and hardy pine tree, make sure your local garden nursery
doesn’t try to sell you this one if your aim is to attract local
wildlife .... "

1. The article mentioned two subclasses of conifers--
Pinaecea and Cedrus--but did not discuss a third subclass
called Juniperous. From the information presented in the
article, what is your common-sense conclusion about
whether species within the Juniperous subclass produces
sweet sap or bitter sap? [Do animals other than birds and
bats fly?]

2. The article failed to mention another Pinaecea tree called
libani chrysolitis. From the information presented in the
article, what is your common-sense conclusion about the
kind of sap it produces? [Do birds other than ostriches fly?]

Results and Discussion We scored the subjects’
responses according to whether they agreed with the default
inheritance answers: "birds other than ostriches do fly" and
"animals other than birds do not." We found that proportion
of default-inheritance answers was higher when subjects
were reasoning about natural categories and lower when they
were reasoning about artificial categories. In the latter case,
there was a corresponding increase in the proportion of
"can’t draw a plausible conclusion" answers. The effect of
naturally-occurring versus artifactual categories may
correspond to a common-sense heuristic that default rules
about artifactual categories are themselves artificial and
possibly arbitrary, unlike "natural laws" of, say, biology.
This distinction between natural and artificial kinds may
play a crucial role in commonsense reasoning and warrants
further investigation.

The availability of class size information also impacted
whether or not subjects allowed subclasses to inherit
features. With no class size information, the highest
proportion of answers corresponded to the default inheritance
paths. When larger class sizes were mentioned, more
answers shifted to the "don’t know" category. The influences
of class size may dovetail with more qualitative statistical

approaches to non-monotonic reasoning [e.g., 5]. Finally,
there complex interactions, which we are still interpreting,
involving all these factors with the particular subclass being
asked about (birds other than ostriches vs. animals other
than birds).

Summary
These results suggest an aspect of plausible reasoning

that is missing from current non-monotonic theories,
namely what kinds of information are relevant to applying
default rules. The findings outlined above suggest some
considerations about what is relevant in non-monotonic
reasoning: inter-object similarity, object typicality, natural
vs. artificial categories, and class-size information. How can
relevance and specificity be worked into a specification for
non-monotonic reasoning? One idea that we are pursuing
might be called "explanation-based default reasoning", in the
same sense of this notion used in the machine learning
literature. That is, a reasoner attempts to explain why some
default rule does not apply to one object and then sees if
that explanation can fit another object. Alternatively, the
influences of relevant information might be formalized in a
situated logic, which specifies the role of predicate-specific
knowledge in default rules of inference.

There is other cognitive science work, particularly on
computational accounts of similarity and typicality effects
[e.g., 6, 7], that is crucial to understanding what an
intelligent agent considers during reasoning. Our contention
here and elsewhere [4] is that, for some of the phenomenon
that AI aspires to approximate, empirical data on what
humans do is not just theoretically important for cognitive
models. We believe it is relevant to AI models as well.
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